Abstract. We revisit the analysis made by Hwang and Noh [JCAP 1310[JCAP (2013] aiming the construction of a Newtonian set of equations incorporating pressure effects typical of the General Relativity theory. We explicitly derive the Hwang-Noh equations, comparing them with similar computations found in the literature. Then, we investigate i) the cosmological expansion, ii) linear cosmological perturbations theory and iii) stellar equilibrium by using the new set of equations and comparing the results with those coming from the usual Newtonian theory, from the Neo-Newtonian theory and from the General Relativity theory. We show that the predictions for the background evolution of the Universe are deeply changed with respect to the General Relativity theory: the acceleration of the Universe is achieved with positive pressure. On the other hand, the behaviour of small cosmological perturbations reproduces the one found in the relativistic context, even if only at small scales. We argue that this last result may open new possibilities for numerical simulations for structure formation in the Universe. Finally, the properties of neutron stars are qualitatively reproduced by Hwang-Noh equations, but the upper mass limit is at least one order of magnitude higher than the one obtained in General Relativity.
Introduction
The General Relativity theory (GR) is the modern theory of gravitation that has replaced Newtonian theory of gravity, which in principle was very successful. However, Newtonian gravity is still largely used, especially in the study of astrophysical and cosmological phenomena. In fact, the corrections given by GR theory to Newtonian gravity are typically extremely small, except in the regime of high velocities and strong gravitational fields. GR becomes essential, for example, in the description of very compact objects (like neutron stars and black holes), in the primordial Universe, and in the present phase of accelerated expansion of the Universe. On the other hand, the matter-dominated phase of the Universe and some final stages of stellar evolution, such as white dwarfs stars, are conveniently described in the context of Newtonian theory.
In some situations, the application of GR faces important limitations due to technical aspects. One important example are numerical simulations of structure formation in the Universe [1, 2] . These are a crucial approach in order to test cosmological models, mainly due to the increasing quantity of observational data on the shape and distribution of clustered matter in the form of galaxies, clusters of galaxies and filaments. In order to reproduce the observed features of these structures it is necessary to perform a deep analysis into the nonlinear regime of evolution of fluctuations, taking into account many astrophysical effects such as star formation and supernovae feedback. Numerical simulations are the best approach to such problem. However, such simulations can only be performed using Newtonian physics. This is a serious restriction because Newtonian cosmology reproduces relativistic cosmology only when the pressure is zero. Many attempts have been made in order to introduce in Newtonian cosmology pressure effects typical of the relativistic theory. One example are the so-called Neo-Newtonian hydrodynamic equations. The usual equations of Newtonian hydrodynamics in presence of the gravitational field [3, 4] are the following:
where the dot indicates partial derivative with respect to (wrt) time, ρ is the fluid density, v is its flux velocity, and φ is the gravitational potential. One proposal of inclusion of pressure effects are the so-called Neo-Newtonian hydrodynamic equations, given by [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] : Such proposal is based on a combination of thermodynamics considerations and pressure correction terms coming from the weak field limit of GR, made in an ad hoc way, and by interpreting ρ + p/c 2 as the inertial mass and ρ + 3p/c 2 as the gravitational mass [5, 6] . Neo-Newtonian equations reproduce the background evolution of relativistic homogeneous and isotropic cosmological models. However, at perturbative level, still in the cosmological context, these Neo-Newtonian equations only reproduce the corresponding GR equations in the large-scale regime, whereas numerical simulations are usually performed on small-scales. Recently, using a perturbative approach in GR, Hwang and Noh [12] , obtained the following set of Newtonian equations with relativistic corrections due to pressure:
In order to obtain these equations, the authors followed a perturbative approach about flat space-time (Minkowski space) in GR. The goal of the present paper is to revisit the deduction of the equations proposed by Hwang and Noh. We show that a careful expansion of Einstein's equations around a flat background, keeping contributions of pressure and square velocity at first order, leads to Hwang-Noh equations. Moreover, we show that, while these equations seem not suitable to model the background cosmological scenario and the profile of compact objects like neutron stars (even if in the latter case some important qualitative features are reproduced), they can lead to very convenient results at perturbative level at small scales. This property may render Hwang-Noh equations interesting for applications to the analysis of structure formation in the deep sub-Hubble-scales regime.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we obtain eqs. (1.7), (1.8), (1.9) from GR, using a small field and small velocity approximation scheme, and keeping the pressure correction terms. In Section 3, we exploit these equations in the cosmological context. We show that the acceleration expansion is obtained when the pressure is positive. A type Ia supernovae analysis is made for the resulting scenarios. In Section 4, a perturbative study is made around the cosmological solution, and the equations obtained in Ref. [13] from a complete relativistic framework, but in the small-scales regime, are recovered. In Section 5, the corresponding equations for stellar equilibrium are obtained, and applied for the investigation of neutron stars stability. The upper mass limit for these objects turns out to be far too large than that indicated by observation, but some qualitative features of the GR case are obtained. In Section 6, we present our final comments and conclusions.
Pressure corrections to Newtonian hydrodynamics
In Ref. [12] , Hwang and Noh present a set of non-relativistic hydrodynamics equations in which pressure corrections are present. In this section, we offer a derivation of such equations, inspired by Refs. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In the following sections, we apply them to cosmology and stellar equilibrium and compare their predictions with those from GR and from the Neo-Newtonian theory.
Let's start from GR and the following metric:
where φ and ψ are two functions of t and x i (the gravitational potentials). It is useful to maintain explicit the presence of the speed of light c, in order to perform a post-Newtonian analysis, see e.g. [21] . Let's also consider a perfect fluid with pressure p, energy density ρc 2 and 4-velocity u µ . Its energy-momentum tensor can be written as:
Introducing the projector
on the 3-space orthogonal to the 4-velocity vector, we can split the energy-momentum tensor conservation
into the continuity and Euler equations:
The nabla denotes the covariant derivative computed wrt metric (2.1).
We investigate a post-Newtonian expansion of the above eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) for metric (2.1). In particular, we shall consider: i) weak fields, i.e. the gravitational potentials φ/c 2 and ψ/c 2 are to be considered very small; ii) small velocities, i.e. dx i /(cdt) ≪ 1. This translates also in the fact that ∂f /∂(ct) ≪ ∂f /∂x i , for a generic function f of space-time, i.e. the spatial variation of a function is much larger than its time variation. These conditions can be realised by taking the c → ∞ limit.
From the 4-velocity normalisation, one obtains that:
where we used the definition u µ ≡ dx µ /ds. Define: 
We now expand eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) in powers of 1/c, distinguishing between the cases in which p = O(c 2 ), thus a relativistic pressure, or p = O(c 0 ).
The continuity equation
Assuming that p = O(c 2 ), the continuity equation (2.5) can be expanded in the following way:
On the other hand, if p = O(c 0 ), eq. (2.5) becomes:
Remarkably, the dominant O(c) contribution of eq. (2.10) is:
which is the well-known Newtonian result, corrected by the pressure contribution.
Euler equation with α = i
Euler equation (2.6) with α = i and p = O(c 2 ), can be expanded as follows: 
reproducing the expected and well-known Newtonian result.
Euler equation with α = 0
The Euler equation (2.6) with α = 0 and p = O(c 2 ) is:
(2.15) Again, we retained in the above equation O(c) and O(1/c) contributions. The former is very simple, i.e. u l ∂ l p = 0, and gives us a constraint which is compatible with ∂ l p = 0 we found earlier.
The Euler equation (2.6) with α = 0 and p = O(c 0 ) is:
Note here the absence of theṗ term wrt eq. (2.15). This fact will prove to be crucial when we will investigate cosmology using the Hwang-Noh equations.
The Hwang-Noh equations
We now try and understand how to derive the Hwang-Noh equations from the above expansions of the continuity and Euler equations. The Hwang-Noh equations are the following [12] :ρ
It seems clear that, in order to reproduce the Euler equation (2.18), we must indeed assume that p = O(c 2 ) in order to have the ρc 2 + p term at the denominator of the right hand side (rhs). This is already problematic in itself, because we saw that in doing so the pressure must be homogeneous and isotropic. Moreover, in order to obtain eq. (2.18) from eq. (2.13) we must drop for some reason the contributions u i u l ∂ l p + 2ψ∂ i p/c 2 , which are also of order O(c 0 ). Neglecting these terms could be justified in cosmological perturbations theory, if we assume p → δp and ψ → δψ and thus neglect second order terms. It is presumably for this reason that the Hwang-Noh equations work well in this regime, as we show in Sec. [12] , i.e. ∇ 2 φ = 4πGρ.
Gravitational field equations
The Einstein tensor components are easily calculated from metric (2.1) and are the following, to the lowest order in the 1/c expansion (see also [21] ):
20)
21)
We must couple this Einstein tensor to the energy-momentum tensor (2.2), also expanded at the appropriate order in powers of 1/c. We get the following Einstein equations. The 0 − 0 one is:
This Poisson equation is also consistent with Einstein's equations projected along the 4-
The 0 − i Einstein's equation is the following:
In the static case, i.e.ψ = 0, one would obtain u i = 0. Therefore, staticity seems to be inconsistent with a fluid flow. On the other hand, the above equation is of O(1/c 3 ) order, thus if we truncate the overall expansion of our theory at O(1/c 2 ), it is still consistent to have static potentials, as assumed e.g. in [14] . The spatial trace of the Einstein equation i − j gives: 25) whereas the traceless spatial Einstein's equation can be cast in the following way: .23) and obtain the well-known result ∇ 2 φ = 4πG(ρ + 3p/c 2 ), which is taken into account e.g. in the neoNewtonian theory. This is a result of interest e.g. in cosmology, where the equation of state p = wρc 2 is often used. However, the Poisson equation found in [12] has no pressure contribution:
We can reproduce the latter if we drop the assumption p = O(c 2 ). In this case the rhs of eq. (2.25) is of order O(1/c 4 ) and is inconsistent with the lhs. Therefore, we can assume φ = ψ, a condition which is also compatible with eq. (2.26). However, if we drop the assumption p = O(c 2 ), then eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) are no more justified. Forcing the use the ansatz p = wρc 2 in the Hwang-Noh equations reflects in a weird cosmological behaviour, as we show in the next section.
Newtonian cosmology with pressure corrections
In this section we apply eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) to cosmology. We assume that density and pressure depend only on time and that u i = H(t)x i /c, in order to simulate the Hubble flux. Equations (2.17) and (2.18) become:
The first equation (3.1) is identical to the continuity equation of relativistic cosmology, see e.g. Ref. [17] . Taking the divergence of the second equation and using Poisson equation (2.27), we obtain:
This equation is different from the relativistic one, which is the following:
except, of course, for the dust (p = 0) case and for a specific case in which the pressure satisfies the equation 
which is inconsistent. Considering instead a time-dependent w, one obtains the following equation for H:
An interesting case is that for a politropic equation of state, such as p = K(ρc 2 ) γ , where K is some constant with suitable units of measure and γ is the politropic index. Substituting this ansatz into eq. (3.5), and using the continuity equation (3.1), one obtains:
This Friedmann equation makes sense only if γ < 0, which turns the fluid in the famous generalised Chaplygin gas [22] , which naturally describes the transition from a decelerated phase of expansion of the Universe to an accelerated one. We come back and focus our attention on the general case of eq. (3.3), assuming again a barotropic equation of state p = wρc 2 and using eq. (3.1):
The acceleration of the expansion is given by:
Therefore, a necessary condition in order to have an accelerated expansion is that w > 0, in contrast with GR, which demands that w < −1/3. In particular, we can predict an accelerated expansion of the Universe without invoking Dark Energy! We come back on this fundamental issue at the end of this section. Now we investigate in some detail the conditions in order to have an accelerated expansion of the Universe using Hwang-Noh equations. Considering the case of constant w, the continuity equation (3.1) gives the known result
and eq. (3.9) can be solved exactly, using the scale factor as independent variable:
where K is an integration constant, recalling the spatial curvature contribution of relativistic cosmology. Compared with GR, the gravitational constant is effectively changed G → G/(1+ 9w) and the curvature term has a different evolution. Depending on the sign of K and on the values of w, we have many possible evolutions. Combining eqs. (3.10) and (3.12), we find the following condition for the accelerated expansion:
If w > 0 and K > 0, there exists an accelerated phase of expansion, starting from the threshold scale factor:
.
(3.14)
For w = 0 or K = 0, the above threshold scale factor diverges, leaving thus the Universe always in a decelerated phase of expansion. It is interesting to notice that, if we associate K to the spatial curvature as we do in GR, then it is its presence that guarantees an accelerated phase of expansion, differently from GR. If w = −1/9, the solution for H 2 is logarithmic:
This evolution is always limited to the interval 0 < a < a F , where a F is the final scale factor, for which H 2 changes sign becoming negative. Indeed, in order to have H 2 > 0, one has to demand that:
Since w = −1/9, the expansion is always decelerated. In order to see what data have to say about Friedmann equation (3.12) we perform a Bayesian analysis using Union2 type Ia Supernovae dataset [23] . We define, as usual,
where H 0 is the Hubble constant. Friedmann's eq. (3.12) thus becomes:
In Fig. 1 we show the posterior probability contour plots for 66%, 95% and 99% confidence level in the Ω−w plane. The analysis gives a χ 2 = 562.336 (χ red = 0.969545) for Ω = 0.46
and w = 0.26
+0.10
−0.11 at 95% level, upon marginalisation. From eq. (3.14) we can compute the transition scale factor as a T = 0.60, which corresponds to a redshift z T = 0.66. The same analysis performed in GR for a wCDM model, i.e. for the following Friedmann equation: −0.40 at 95% level, upon marginalisation. As expected, data point towards the ΛCDM model. With these results, we can compute the scale factor at the transition to the accelerated phase: a T = 0.60, which corresponds to the redshift z T = 0.67. Remarkably, Hwang-Noh equations and GR are equally successful in fitting type Ia Supernovae data despite their contradiction on the value of w required in order to generate an accelerated expansion.
How could we explain this contradiction? After all, we derived Hwang-Noh equations starting from GR. We try and identify the issue in the following.
The issue of generating an accelerated expansion with a positive pressure is due to the last term of (3. This equation, together with eq. (3.3) , implies that ρ = 0, i.e. absence of a matter content. Therefore, the contradiction with GR that we found earlier is due to an incompatibility among the cosmological ansatz, the equation of state p = wρc 2 and Euler and the continuity equations.
We stress that the above mentioned inconsistence is not an issue of Hwang-Noh theory only. Consider for example the hydrodynamics equations derived in [14] , i.e. eqs. 
The only difference from the Hwang-Noh case is the (1 + 3w) factor multiplying ρ, coming from the the 3p contribution of the Poisson equation used in [14] , which is absent in eq. (2.27).
From the above equation we get the solution
which should be compared with equation (3.12), derived from Hwang-Noh equations. From eq. (3.23) we also find for w > 0 and K > 0 a transition to an accelerated phase of expansion, given by:
It has an extra 1 + 3w factor which does not avoid the transition to an accelerated phase of expansion, but makes it happen later wrt the condition given in eq. (3.13).
Evolution of small cosmological perturbations
In this section we consider fluctuations about the cosmological solution given by eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). To this purpose, we introduce fluctuations in the physical quantities in the following way:
where we defined ǫ 0 = ρ 0 c 2 . We assumed here that δp = c 2 s δǫ, i.e. the perturbation is adiabatic; c 2 s is the adiabatic speed of sound and we assume it to be constant. Moreover, we assume p 0 = wǫ 0 , with w also constant. This implies w = c 2 s , but we shall maintain the two quantities separated in order to better show how the structure of the equations found resembles that of GR.
With these positions, fluctuations of eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) give:
Introducing the density contrast δ ≡ δǫ/ǫ 0 , one can cast the above equations as follows:
Unfortunately, here appears the problem of having x i in this equations. This issue is solved in the standard Newtonian calculations by transforming to Lagrangian coordinates, i.e. x i = aq i . See e.g. Ref. [17] . In particular, one has 6) which essentially transforms the term containing x i in a partial time derivative. Performing this transformation for eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), we end with:
Changing the time derivative of the term Hx iδ p would also generate a term proportional to H 2 a 2 q i q l ∂ l δp, which we neglected as being at least of third order. Therefore, the problem of having the position coordinate, now q i , free in the equations still remains. Notice that such problem also appears in the first formulation of Neo-Newtonian cosmology, see Refs. [5, 7] . How could we solve it?
One possibility is to simply remove these terms, focusing our attention only on small scales, for which Hq i /c ≪ 1 and retaining the dominant terms only. If we do that, and call θ ≡ c∂ l δu l , the above equations become:
These are the same evolution equations for small fluctuations in relativistic cosmology, in the Newtonian gauge, see e.g. Ref. [13] . 1 This may be not surprising, since we started from GR with the same gauge, but we had to make the approximation of small scales.
5 Newtonian stellar equilibrium with pressure corrections and comparison with Neo-Newtonian theory and General Relativity
In this section we employ eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) in order to study the equilibrium of a pure neutron star with nuclear interactions. We compare the results with: i) standard Newtonian theory, ii) Neo-Newtonian theory and iii) GR. Assuming spherical symmetry and staticity for eq. (2.18) we get: dp(r) dr
Any function shall be function of r only from now on, so we drop the explicit functional dependence. From Poisson equation (2.27) we obtain
where in the latter equation we defined the mass M of the star. Thus, we obtain the following couple of equations describing the equilibrium of a spherically symmetric distribution of matter: dp dr
where M ⊙ is our Sun's mass. With these definitions the Newtonian equations become: The above equations for the Newtonian case can be solved exactly. Deriving the first equation and combining it with the second, we can find the following second order equation forǫ: (5.12) where the prime denotes derivation wrtr. Denoting asǫ 0 as the central normalized energy density, the solution of eq. (5.12) is a cardinal sine function:
Assuming that the first zero determines the star's radius, we have:
This radius does not depend on the star's central density, so in Newtonian physics a pure neutron star with nuclear interactions is always stable and always has the same radius, independently from its mass. Hwang-Noh, Neo-Newtonian and TOV equations, using the dimensionless quantities previously introduced, become:
We numerically solve these equations using as boundary conditionsǫ(r = 0) =ǫ 0 and M (r = 0) = 0. We determine as the star's radius the one for which the energy density becomes negative and then we plot the stability curves of the masses as functions of the radii. In Fig. 2 we show the results for the TOV case, with a maximum mass below 2.5 solar masses. In the Hwang-Noh case in Fig. 3 , the stability curve attains a maximum mass of about 32 solar masses! The Neo-Newtonian case, in Fig. 4 , is the one which less deviate from the general relativistic result, predicting a maximum mass of the order of 7.5 solar masses. 2 Note that the set of equations presented in [14] are in this context identical to the ones of the Neo-Newtonian case. A comment is in order here. The results found do not imply that Hwang-Noh theory is wrong. We must keep in mind that such theory was derived as a Newtonian limit and therefore we cannot expect it to work for neutron stars, which are relativistic systems. By the way, we can state that Hwang-Noh theory is "less wrong" than the Newtonian one, when applied to the realm of neutron stars, since it at least predicts a stability curve.
On the other hand, the Neo-Newtonian theory had been proposed as an effective description of GR. Thus, it is natural that it works better than the Newtonian and Hwang-Noh theories when investigating the stability of a neutron star, despite its being less theoretically motivated.
Applying the four theories employed above for white dwarves, for which the Newtonian theory already works fine, we find basically the same result for the Chandrasekhar mass. This was expected since, for this kind of system, one has p/ρc 2 ∼ 10 −4 . Indeed a very small correction.
Discussion and conclusions
There are many attempts to modify the Newtonian equations in order to introduce typical relativistic effects. Some of them, in the spirit of the so-called Neo-Newtonian cosmology [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , look for reproducing typical relativistic effects, associated to the presence of pressure contributions at cosmological scales. While this proposal is very successful at the background cosmological level, it faces important limitations at the cosmological perturbative level (even at linear order) [7, 25] and in the applications to compact stellar objects [9] [10] [11] . Such NeoNewtonian formulations modify the usual Newtonian equations, in general, in an ad hoc way even if some thermodynamics and other special considerations can be evoked [5, 7, 8] .
Another approach is not to look for a Friedmann cosmology (or the TOV equations) reproduced fully at background and perturbative level by modifications of the Newtonian equations, but to try to extend the latter equations via introducing corrections, at a given perturbative order, due to full general relativistic equations, such that the Newtonian framework can be safely used in the regime of validity of the approximation. Such seems to be the proposal of Ref. [12] . In this approach, it can be expected that the resulting new "Newtonian" equations cannot be applied in principle to all scales in cosmology and for some compact objects in the relativistic regime (neutrons stars, for example). But, they can potentially be applied in very important problems, like the numerical simulations for structure formation, which demand the use of Newtonian physics and are implemented in the regime of cosmological small scales.
Here, we have revisited the proposal of Ref. [12] . We have applied their equations in the background cosmological context, perturbative cosmological analysis and neutron stars configurations. In the first and third applications, serious limitations were found: in cosmology, the accelerated expansion occurs for positive pressure, an opposite effect to that found in GR; for neutron stars, the upper mass of these objects is more than one order of magnitude of that predicted by GR and suggested by observations [26] . However, it must be remarked that the instability region of the neutron stars are qualitatively reproduced.
On one hand, the predicted cosmological perturbative equations at small scales coincide with the full relativistic ones at linear order, see Ref. [13] . This fact, opens the possibility to enlarge the use of the Newtonian framework in numerical simulations for the structure formation problem, using more reliable equations which reproduce relativistic effects even at perturbative level. However, it must be stressed that such simulations aim to study the formation of structure at deep non-linear level. In this sense, the analysis made here is just a first step in the program of constructing extended Newtonian equations that can be applied in such kind of problems.
It is interesting to observe that both the investigated applications of background cosmology and stellar equilibrium are suggesting that the phenomenological Neo-Newtonian approach is physically more consistent with the full relativistic result than the Hwang-Noh approach. And this occurs despite the fact that the latter has been derived directly from GR, using a post-Newtonian approximation. On the other hand, the Hwang-Noh approach describes better than the Neo-Newtonian one the evolution of small fluctuations on small scales. For this reason, whenever using the full GR theory is not viable, the Neo-Newtonian theory (for large-scale cosmology or stellar equilibrium) and the Hwang-Noh theory (for small-scale cosmological perturbations) could help to get some hints on the problem at hand.
